We investigate the solutions of vector refinement equations of the form 
It is well known that refinement equations play an important role in wavelet analysis and computer graphics (see [1, 4, 5, [7] [8] [9] 12, 17, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] 25, 26] ). Most useful wavelets in applications are generated from refinable functions. The cascade algorithm and smoothness of refinable function are two important issues in wavelets analysis and computer graphics. For example, cascade algorithm can be used to characterize the existence of solution and orthogonality of shifts of solution of Eq. (1.1) and also have strong impact on applications of wavelet to computer graphics. Smooth wavelets are needed in image processing and signal processing. The approximation and smoothness properties of wavelets are determined by the corresponding refinable functions. Therefore, it is very important to investigate the convergence of cascade algorithm and smoothness of refinable functions.
Before proceeding, we introduce some notations. For 1 p ∞, by (L p (R s )) r we denote the linear space of all vectors f = (f 1 , . . . , f r ) T such that f p < ∞, where
and f ∞ is the essential supremum of max 1 j r |f j | on R s . When 1 p ∞, · p is a norm and, equipped with this norm, (L p (R s )) r is a Banach space. The Fourier transform of a vector of functions in (L 1 (R s )) r is defined bŷ
where x · denotes the inner produce of two vectors x and in R s .
The study of smoothness of is related to properties of shift-invariant spaces. 
where p (Z s ) denotes the linear space of all sequence c for which c p < ∞, the p -norm of c is defined by 
where M T denotes the transpose of M, and
is an eigenvector of the matrix H (0) corresponding to eigenvalue 1. It was also proved in [1] that if satisfiesˆ (0) = 0 and span In this paper we assume that H (0) satisfies Eigenvalue condition. Thus, there is a nonsingular matrix V so that V H (0)V −1 has the form
where is an (r − 1)
where is a solution of (1.1). Therefore, we may assume that the r × r matrix H (0) has the form (1.5), without losing anything. For j = 1, 2, . . . , r, we use e j to denote the jth column of the r × r identity matrix. It is easily seen that
(
In order to study L p -solutions of the refinement equation (1.1) we shall employ the following iteration scheme. Let Q a be the linear operator on (L p (R s )) r (1 p ∞) given by 9) where for n = 1, 2, . . . , a 1 = a and a n is defined by following iterative relations:
The iteration scheme {Q n a 0 } n=1,2,... is called cascade algorithm. The cascade algorithms play an important role in computer graphics and wavelet analysis. Therefore, there are many papers to be devoted to studying convergence of cascade algorithms mentioned above (see [1, 5, 6, 9, 12, 17, 27, 28] 
We point out that the shifts of is linear independent if K( ) = {0}. Jia also established estimates for the convergence rate of cascade algorithm with dilation matrix M being isotropic.
Theorem B (Jia [12] ). Let be the normalized solution of the refinement equation (1.1) with r = 1 and dilation matrix M being isotropic. Suppose ∈ Lip( , L p (R s )), where > 0 and
We remark that a result similar to Theorem B was also established in [29] for the case r > 1, M = 2 and 1 < p < ∞. In particular, Theorem B confirms a conjecture of Ron on convergence of cascade algorithms (see [26] ).
In Section 2, we will investigate the convergence and convergence rates of cascade algorithm associated with vector refinement equations (
. We will extend above theorems to vector refinement equation (1.1) . This goal will be achieved by employing some approaches used in [1, 13, 12, 14, 21] .
We use the generalized Lipschitz space to measure smoothness of a given function. For ∈ R s , the difference operator ∇ is defined by
The difference operator ∇ j on 0 (Z s ) denoted by
The modulus of continuity of a function
where C is a positive constant independent of h. When > 1, we write = l + , where l is an integer and 0
where C is a positive constant independent of h.
Our another concern is the L p smoothness of solution of refinement equation (1.1) with M = qI s×s , where q 2 is an integer. When s = 1 and M = 2, Jia et al. [18] gave a characterization of smoothness of multiple refinable function in (L p (R)) r (1 p ∞). When r = 1 and dilation matrix is isotropic, Jia [11] obtained a characterization of L 2 smoothness of multi-variate refinable function. In [22] , author obtained a similar characterization of L 2 smoothness of multiple refinable functions with M being isotropic matrix. In Section 3, we will give a characterization of L p (1 p ∞) smoothness of solutions of vector refinement equation (1.1) with M = qI s×s . In particular, the smoothness results given in [18] are the special case of this paper.
In Section 3, we will establish lower bounds of p ( ), when is a L p solution of Eq. (1.1) for 1 p ∞. We will also show that under some appropriate conditions on , the lower bound is optimal.
Convergence rates of cascade algorithm in (L p (R s )) r (1 p ∞)
In this section we investigate the convergence and convergence rates of cascade algorithm associated with refinement equation (1.1) by using of some ideas of [1, 13, 12, 14, 21] 
It is known that ( (Z s )) 1×r is the algebraic dual of ( 0 (Z s )) r×1 with respect to this bilinear form. If < u, v >= 0, then u and v are called orthogonal and we write u ⊥ v. The annihilator of a linear subspace V of ( 0 (Z s )) r×1 is defined by
We need the following Lemma 2.1 which was established in [14] . We say that the shifts of 1 , . . . , r are linear independent if K( ) = {0}. It was proved in [16] that the shifts of 1 , . . . , r are linear independent if and only if for any ∈ C r ,
Hence, linear independent implies stability.
The following lemma extends Lemma 2.1 of [12] to the case r > 1 which is also of independent interest.
Lemma 2.2. Let and be vectors of compactly supported functions in (L p (R s )) r (1 p ∞). Suppose K( ) ⊆ K( ). Then there exists a positive constant C such that
Proof. Note that S( ) denotes the shift-invariant space generated by . In other words, 1, 2, . . . , r, there exist sequences c j 1 , c j 2 , . . . , c jd ∈ 0 (Z s ) such that 
Similarly, we can find linear independent functions 1 ,
3)
By using of Lemma 2.1, we obtain h l ∈ V , for l = 1, 2, . . . , n. Therefore, each h l can be expressed as
e jl * c j ,
where h = (h jl ) 1 j r,1 l n ∈ ( 0 (Z s )) r×n , and h l is the lth column of h. Therefore, there exists a constant C 2 such that
We prove this lemma by using of (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5).
After submitting this paper, I received a preprint of Q. Sun entitled "Linear dependence of the shifts of vector-valued compactly supported distributions", in which Lemma 2.2 is proved with a different method (see [30] 
(1 p ∞). If is a vector of compactly supported functions satisfying Strang-Fix conditions of order 1, and if K( ) ⊆ K( ), then
In the case p = ∞, if both and are continuous, then Q n a converges to uniformly.
Proof of Theorem 2.3.
We only consider the case 1 p < ∞. Since the proof of p = ∞ is similar. We pick g j , j = 1, 2, . . . , r to be compactly supported functions in L p (R s ) such that 
where < f, g j (· − > denotes the inner product of two functions f and g j (· − ). (· − ) = 1. Therefore, quasi-projection operators P reproduces constants, i.e., P 1 = 1. Similarly, let P be the quasi-projection operator given by
Since also satisfy Strang-Fix conditions of order 1, then quasi-projection operator P also reproduces constants, i.e., P 1 = 1. Consequently, for f ∈ L p (R s ), 1 p ∞, we have (see [13] )
For n = 1, 2, . . ., let c n be the sequence of r × r matrices given by
It follows from (2.6) and (2.7) that
Since is the normalized solution of Eq. (1.1), we have
where the sequence a n (n = 1, 2, . . .) are given in (1.10). It follows that
Since K( ) ⊆ K( ), Lemma 2.2 tells us that there exists a positive constant C independent of n such that
It follows from (2.8) and (2.9) that lim n→∞ Q n a − p = 0, as desired. 
where a n is defined by (1.10). Furthermore,
Hence there exists a constant C 3 > 0 such that
Combining the above estimate, we see that
Remark 2.6. We point out that Theorem 2.5 appeared in [6] for r = 1, in [27] for s = 1, r = 1 and 1 < p < ∞ and in [17] for s = 1 and M = 2.
To obtain the estimates on convergence rate of cascade algorithm in (L p (R s )) r (1 p ∞) with M being isotropic, we need some notations and some preliminary results. Since M is isotropic, then M is similar to a diagonal matrix diag( 1 , . . . , s ) with | 1 | = · · · = | s | = m 1/s , where m = |det M|. Therefore, there exists an invertible s × s matrix = ( jl ) 1 j,l s such that
, s ).
For j = 1, 2, . . . , s, let q j be the linear polynomial given by
We use q j (D) to denote the differential operator 
With above notations, we introduce the following lemmas which were proved in [1] .
Lemma 2.7 (Chen et al. [1] [1, 14, 21] ). By using the Poisson summation formula one can easily see that the Strang-Fix conditions of order k are equivalent to the following conditions:
Thus, reproduces all polynomials in k−1 , where k−1 denote the linear space of all polynomials of degree at most k − 1.
Lemma 2.8 (Chen et al. [1] 
By [1] we know that for each with | | k − 1 there exists some g ∈ | |−1 such that 
Let P be the quasi-projection operator given by
For | | k − 1 we have
Thus, P reproduces all polynomials of degree at most k − 1, i.e., P q = q for all q ∈ k−1 . Let P be the quasi-projection operator given by
By our assumptions on , we know that P also reproduces all polynomials of degree at most k − 1, i.e., P q = q for all q ∈ k−1 .
By using some methods similar to [11, 18] , we obtain We will use the p-norm joint spectral radius of a finite collection of some linear operators restricted to a certain finite dimensional common invariant subspace to characterize the critical exponent p ( ) of a vector refinement function . Let us review some notations of p-norm joint spectral radius from [9] . Let A be a finite collection of some linear operators on ( 0 (Z s )) r . For a positive integer n we denote by A n the Cartesian power of A: When n = 0, we interpret A 0 as the set {I }, where I is the identity mapping. Let Let a be an element of ( 0 (Z s )) r × r. For ε ∈ { j , j = 0, 1, . . . , q s − 1}, where { j , j = 0, 1, . . . , q s − 1} be the q s distinct elements of coset spaces Z s /qZ s with 0 = 0. We denote E = { k , k = 0, 1, . . . , q s −1}. Thus, each element ∈ Z s can be uniquely represented as ε +q , where ε ∈ E and ∈ Z s . For ε ∈ E, and a ∈ ( 0 (Z s )) r×r When r = 1 and 1 < p < ∞, the smoothness of refinable distributions was characterized in [27, 28] for s = 1 and also in [24, 29] for M = 2I s×s .
